A complete description of the 4s photoionization dynamics of NO has been derived from angle resolved photoelectron-photoion-coincidence experiments. The combination of measurements performed with linearly and circularly polarized light has made it possible to obtain a unique set of complex dipole matrix elements. A comparison with multichannel-Schwinger-configuration-interaction calculations shows good agreement in the general shapes of the angular distributions due to the correct description of the main components and phase differences. Still, many transition moments agree only qualitatively.
Molecule frame angular distributions of photoelectrons display the dynamics of the molecular photoionization process in the most direct way and have therefore been studied theoretically for many years [1 -4] . But only within the last 10 years, gas phase studies of the vector correlations between the orientation of the molecular axis in space and the outgoing photoelectron momentum have become experimentally feasible by various photoelectron-photoion coincidence methods [5 -10] . All of these methods make use of the so-called "axial-recoil-approximation": if the dissociation of a molecule after photoionization is fast compared to its rotational time scale, one can derive the molecular axis orientation in space by measuring the momentum vectors of the molecular fragments [11] . The formulas to derive a complete description of the molecular photoionization process, by the analysis of fixed-in-space molecules photoelectron angular distributions, were given about 25 years ago by Dill [1] . Several publications consider the feasibility of complete experiments on the basis of these formulas [12] and experimental approaches to implement this idea [6, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . The most recent articles [16, 17] emphasize the necessity of using linearly and circularly polarized light in order to derive all matrix elements and phase shifts including their signs. For the special case of rotationally resolved (1 1 1 0 ) resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) measurements, the feasibility of a complete experiment was shown by Reid et al. [18] and discussed by Leahy et al. [19] . Still, to our knowledge there is no derivation of all dipole transition parameters for the direct, rotationally unresolved photoionization of a heteronuclear diatomic molecule by a sufficiently reliable fit only, without using any further assumptions derived by ab initio calculations. The main problem was that no combined data resulting from both types of polarization were available. In this Letter we report the first complete description of the 4s 21 inner valence photoionization of NO molecules derived solely from experimental data. We used 13 independent parameters: 7 dipole transition moments and 6 phase differences. The combined angular distribution and circular dichroism data provide, for the first time, the basis to derive a reliability estimation for the fitting results by means of standard fit probability functions. The measured data and the derived dipole transition parameters are compared to multichannel Schwinger configuration interaction (MCSCI) calculations [20, 21] .
The data were taken in two independent measurements, one using linearly, the other circularly polarized light of two opposite helicities with a photon energy of 40.8 eV. We investigated the 4s 21 photoemission corresponding to the excitation into the c 3 P state of NO 1 which subsequently dissociates into a N 1 ͑ 3 P͒ ion and neutral O͑ 3 P͒ atom. For the linear polarization measurements, a monochromized helium discharge lamp was used as the light source. The degree of linear polarization was p 1 0.35, while p 2 and p 3 were negligible. The Stokes parameters used in this article follow the definition given in [22] . Electrons and ions were extracted in opposite directions by constant electric fields and detected using time-and position-sensitive detectors placed opposite to each other with their common axis oriented perpendicular to the plane defined by the electric vector of light and the light propagation direction. Details are described elsewhere [8] . With this setup we measured the 4s 21 photoelectron angular distributions (PEADs) for all orientations of the molecular axis relative to the electric vector of light simultaneously. For the analysis, the molecular axis and the electron emission direction were selected to be coplanar with the electric vector of light and the light propagation direction. The circular polarization measurements were performed at the U2-FSGM beam line [23] at the synchrotron light source BESSY I. The degree of circular polarization was j p 3 j 0.3 6 0.1, while p 1 and p 2 were negligible. The sign of p 3 was derived from previous measurements and [24] . The electrons were detected in 5 independent time-of-flight (TOF) analyzers with a small entrance aperture which detected only electrons emitted in the plane perpendicular to the light propagation direction. The detection of an electron triggered a high voltage extraction pulse for the ions which were detected on a time-and position-sensitive detector. Details are described elsewhere [25] . With this setup we measured the N 1 photoion angular distributions (PIADs) relative to the emission direction of the 4s 21 photoelectrons in the plane perpendicular to the light propagation direction. In this measuring plane the N 1 PIADs for fixed 4s 21 electron emission directions are equivalent to the 4s 21 PEADs for fixed N 1 ion emission directions, provided that the light does not have any contributions from p 1 or p 2 . The only difference is a change in the sign of the angular frames when swapping from electrons to ions. In the experiment with linear polarization, the angular resolutions (FWHM, including the effects of binning the data) were 29 ± for ions, 14 ± for electrons in the measuring plane, and 96 ± (ions) and 48 ± (electrons) perpendicular to that plane. In the experiment with circular polarization the angular resolutions (FWHM) were 34 ± for ions, 8 ± for electrons, in both planes. To analyze the data we used a parametrization of the angular correlations of the molecular orientation in space, the electron emission direction, and the state of light [26] . Although there are already a number of parametrizations of the molecular photoionization process [1, 2] we derived an easy-to-use one [26] in the formalism of the density matrix theory [27] . It has the general form
with C normalization factor, k photoelectron momentum vector, m orientation vector of the molecular axis in space. While the coefficients M dL G contain only information about the dynamics as functions of dipole transition moments and phase differences, the F dL G reflect the geometrical arrangement and the state of light only [26] . Although the angular momentum quantum number l is unlimited in the partial wave expansion of the outgoing electron wave, the expansion converges very quickly for higher l. The restriction to contributions from outgoing partial waves with l # l max is the approximation within which we call our experiment complete (within the dipole approximation). The value of l max has to be derived from the fitting results. The application of Eq. (1) to particular geometries and light polarization states can lead to relatively simple equations, for example the well known b formula [28] or the expansions to Legendre polynomials as given in [1, 12] . The coefficients M dL G have to fulfill constraints corresponding to the dipole approximation and symmetry restrictions [6, 26] . Fitting the M dL G without caring about the constraints can lead to nonphysical results. By using a fitting procedure which directly fits the transition moments and phase shifts to the experimental data using Eq. (1) the constraints are automatically fulfilled. Besides the fact that this opens the way to analyze the reliability of the fit results using general probability functions, another important analysis step becomes feasible. This is the inclusion of all experimental deviations from the ideal symmetry restrictions due to finite angular resolutions. The inclusion of the finite angular resolution for both electrons and ions, in both angular dimensions, in the measuring plane and perpendicular to it, is a crucial point in the analysis. Figure 2 shows the N 1 ion angular distributions relative to the photoelectron emission direction for the two different light helicities, and the circular dichroism in the angular distribution (CDAD) which is the difference between the intensities. The solid curve in the CDAD graph represents the same set of dipole transition moments and phase shifts as the solid curves in Fig. 1 . The dotted curve is the output of the MCSCI calculations which is in qualitatively good agreement with the measurements.
To prove the reliability of the fitting procedure and the results with particular respect to the different angular resolutions in the two experiments, we performed two kinds of fits. First we fitted all data for linear and circular polarization simultaneously. Second, we performed the fits for the linear and the circular polarization data sets independently. The set of parameters yielding a reasonable fit for both data sets is exactly the same as in the simultaneous fit. This shows that the lower angular resolution of the linear polarization measurement does not hide any features because they would show up in the, in this respect, more sensitive circular dichroism experiment with the better overall angular resolution. This indicates that both data sets are equally suited for the partial wave analysis of the system under investigation. The fitting procedure was performed for l max 1, . . . , 5. The quality of the fit does not increase beyond l max 3 while l max 2 does not yield satisfactory fit results. This is on a first glance surprising, but strongly corroborated by the MCSCI calculations, which show that all components with l . 3 have only marginal effect on the angular distributions. Thus we describe the process within the approximation l max 3. Fits were performed for approximately 20 000 sets of random generated starting values. Table I shows the parameter sets for the best and the second best fit results, along with the results of the MCSCI calculations. While the dipole transition moment ratios are the result of the fit, the absolute transition cross sections given in Table I were derived using the absolute cross sections of the 4s 21 photoline measured by Gustaffson et al. [29] for normalization. The extrapolation from their highest 40 eV to our 40.8 eV photon energy was done using the calculations of Smith et al. [30] . The phase differences are shifted to d ss 0. The reason why the two best solutions are shown in Table I is the following: a fit to a complex function using 13 fit parameters can lead to a variety of local minima in the multidimensional parameter space when the starting values are varied. One way to define a unique solution of the fit is to take the global minimum and to neglect all other minima. This makes sense if all but the global minimum are obviously wrong solutions in terms of an eye guided quality check of the fit. The major disadvantage of this method is that it is very observer dependent and the qualities of different fits are hard to compare. Therefore we used a purely mathematical way to estimate the reliability of different fit results. Provided that the error bars of a data set of n points are purely statistical, the probability of a certain x 2 of the fit when describing the data set with the correct model of m fit parameters can be calculated from n, m, and x 2 [31] . Vice versa, by integrating the probability functions given in [31] we can estimate the reliability of our fitting results as a function of their x 2 . Applying this method, the probability of the best fit is 10 times higher than the one of the second best fit. All other parameter sets found by the fit routine show a fit quality which is at least 100 times less probable than the one of the best fit. The error bars for the two parameter sets were derived by shifting every single parameter q i slightly from its optimal value by Dq i and then performing the fit again with the varied parameter kept constant. The standard deviation s͑q i ͒ for each parameter q i is estimated by s͑q i ͒
Dq i
Dx 2 where Dx 2 is the variation of x 2 compared to the best result [31] . Note that our best fit result points to a vanishing or very small phase difference between the s and the p continua of each partial wave.
From Table I one can see that the MCSCI calculations which describe the general features in the angular distributions and the CDAD in Figs. 1 and 2 quite well, do not agree quantitatively with most of the transition moments and phase differences. However, a closer look to the theoretical data reveals that the identification of the major even component (l 2), its small relative phase shift between the ds and the dp continua, and the relative phase shift to the neighboring odd components (d 2s 2 d 1s and d 2p 2 d 3p ) agree well with the experiment.
In the calculations we used the same 17 channel calculation as was used previously to study molecular frame photoelectron angular distributions for ionization leading to the c 3 P state of NO 1 [32] . The 17 states of NO 1 in the scattering wave function included the 12 states listed in Table I of Ref. [21] and five higher energy states that lead to the inclusion of important correlation terms.
A further important cross check of the results is the comparison to independently derived quantities. We measured the anisotropy parameters b m and b e of the integrated ion-and electron-angular distributions, respectively, using noncoincident methods. The comparison of these measurements with the values derived from our best fit result of transition matrix elements and phase shifts are shown in Table II . The agreement is very good within the error bars of both measurements.
In conclusion, we have measured the molecule frame angular distributions of photoelectrons and photoions emitted after the 4s 21 photoionization of NO molecules in the gas phase. At a photon energy of 40.8 eV we used both linearly and circularly polarized light to derive a unique set of dipole transition moments and phase differences describing the measurements very accurately with 13 parameters corresponding to a maximum angular momentum quantum number l max 3 of the outgoing photoelectron partial waves. The comprehensive data set and the good agreement with the fit provide theoreticians with a showcase example for the inner valence photoionization of an open shell molecule. The comparison to MCSCI calculations in the fixed nuclei approximation shows the capability of this method to predict the general features of the angular distributions due to the correct identification of the main components of the photoelectron wave expansion including their relative phase shifts.
